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Oregon Department of Aviation (ODA)

• Serves

the state of Oregon through a three-fold focus of
advocating for the growth, improvement and safe operation
of aviation in Oregon.
• Committed to the development and realization of its
strategic plan by:
• addressing statewide aviation issues,
• participating in multi-modal coordination,
• carefully coordinating and managing aviation-related
legislation,
• providing assistance to aviation constituents, airport
owners/sponsors and aviation system users
throughout Oregon.

Airport Value

Important Uses include:
Community access
Emergency Services
• Fire suppression (U.S Forest Service, BLM, ODF)
• Medical Evacuation (Medevac and Air Ambulance)
• Forced/precautionary landing strip
• Oregon Emergency Management Search & Rescue
• Staging area for Disaster Relief (FEMA)
• Law Enforcement (OSP, DHS, TSA, FBI, etc.)
 Recreation
 Tourism
 Business (air freight, air taxi, etc.)
 Agriculture
 Government agencies (USGS, USDA, ODFW, etc.)

Airport Dimensions
Location ID PFC

Activation Date 1951

Latitude 45-11.99N
Longitude 123-57.74W
Elevation 5 feet
Distance From CBD 1 mile
Direction From CBD South
Land Area Covered 15 acres
Runway ID 14/32
Runway Length 1,875 feet
Runway Width 30 feet
Runway Surface Asphalt, good condition
Based Aircraft 5 single engine GA
Operations Air Taxi 75
Operations GA Local 150
Operations GA Itinerant 1,775
Operations Date 10/1/2008

Ownership Public

• Obtained 1951 by the Board of Aeronautics on
land donated by private owners as part of the
State's coastal airport system.
• Situated between Tillamook Airport approx. 25
miles north and Siletz Bay State Airport approx.
25 miles south.
• Operations at the airport were estimated at
2,000 in 2008, and there were five aircraft based
at the airport.

Warning Airport

Pacific City has been designated as a warning
airport. It does not meet normal dimensional
standards and has conditions that require specific
pilot knowledge. It requires special techniques and
procedures to use safely.
For specific questions regarding the State Warning
Airports, contact ODA at 800-874-0102 or
aviation.mail@state.or.us

Warning Airport

•Pacific City is short. It is only 1,875´ long,
and the north end has a 300´ displaced
threshold to allow a reasonable approach
clearance slope over the road at the end.
That leaves just 1,575´ available landing to
the south.
•The pavement is only 30´ wide, which
makes the runway look deceptively long.

“Fly Friendly”
ODA has developed maps and signs to help show pilots noise sensitive
areas around Pacific City State Airport. Here are several suggestions
for pilots using Pacific City Airport to help “fly friendly” by following
these VFR noise management procedures.
 Be aware of noise sensitive areas
 Use Runway 14 for calm wind take offs
 Minimize prop noise

 On take off, reduce to climb power as soon as practical
 Climb at best rate of climb until crossing airport boundary
 Climb straight ahead to 1000’ MSL before turning on course
THESE ARE RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY

Noise Management

Airport Surfaces

Safety Overlay Zones for Imaginary Surfaces
OAR 660-013-0070
Public Use Airport Overlay Zone
(FAA – Part 77 Surfaces)

List location or contact for specification (or other related
documents) here

Safety Overlay Zones for Imaginary Surfaces
OAR 660-013-0070 (Dimensions)
Public Use Airport Overlay Zone

Runway Protection Zone

• OAR 660-013-0080
– Local Gov’t Land Use Compatibility
Requirements for Public Use Airports
• Prohibit new residential development and public
assembly within Runway Protection Zone (RPZ).

Runway Protection Zone

OAR 660-013-0080
Runway Protection Zone

Noise Impact Boundary

• OAR 660-013-0080
– Local Gov’t Land Use Compatibility Requirements
for Public Use Airports
• Limit the establishment of uses identified within a noise
impact boundary, consistent with identified levels.

Land Use Compatibility

• OAR 660-013-0080
– Local Gov’t Land Use Compatibility
Requirements for Public Use Airports
• Regulates industrial smoke, dust, etc.
• Regulates outdoor lighting
• Regulates radio/television facilities & electrical
transmission lines
• Regulates water impoundments
• Regulates new landfill establishment

Allowable Airport Uses

• OAR 660-013-0100
- Airport Uses Allowed at Non-Towered Airports
• Customary Aviation Related Activities, i.e., takeoffs,
landings, aircraft hangars, FBO’s, etc., and aviation
activities incidental to normal airport operations.
• Emergency Medical Flight Services
• Law Enforcement and Firefighting Activities
• Flight Instruction and related facilities
• Aircraft Service, Maintenance and Training, but not
including facilities for manufacture of aircraft or related
products for sale to the public.
• Aircraft Rental and Sales.
• Aeronautic Recreational Activities including fly-ins, glider
flights, ballooning, etc.; with certain limitations and
subject to approval of airport sponsor.
• Crop Dusting, Agricultural and Forestry Activities
• Air Passenger and Air Freight services and facilities at
public use airports.

Allowable Uses Within the Airport Boundary

• OAR 660-013-0110
– Other Uses Within Airport Boundary
• A Local Government may authorize commercial,
industrial, manufacturing and other uses in addition to
those listed in 0100 within the airport boundary where
such uses are consistent with applicable provisions of
the acknowledged comprehensive plan, statewide
planning goals and LCDC administrative rules and where
the uses do not create a safety hazard or otherwise limit
approved airport uses.

Tall Structure Evaluations

• FAA and ODA both have full set of regulations for
obstruction evaluation.
• ODA’s criteria directly mirrors the FAA criteria with
minimal exception.
• Purpose is to protect FAA Part 77 surfaces, TERPS,
traverse ways, traffic patterns, etc.
• Studies determine whether or not proposed construction
would pose a hazard to avigation

Notice Requirements

• Any object that exceeds any one of the following, MUST
submit a Form 7460-1 to the FAA and ODA for an
obstruction evaluation.
– 50:1 slope horizontal distance from nearest point of nearest
runway with its longest runway no more than 3200’.
– 100:1 slope horizontal distance from nearest point of nearest
runway with at least 1 runway greater than 3200’.
– 25:1 slope horizontal distance from the nearest point of the
nearest landing or takeoff area of a heliport.
– ANY construction or alteration of more than 200’ above ground
level at its site.
– Any interstate +17’, other public road +15’, private road plus the
greater of 10’ or highest object that would traverse the roadway,
Railroad +23’, or waterway or any other thoroughfare plus
highest mobile object that would traverse it.
– ALL Construction On Airport Property

Additional Information

• Although FAA and ODA can determine where hazards
would exist, they do not have the authority to regulate tall
structures.
• FAA and ODA rely on local jurisdictions to control land
use concerning tall structures, i.e. implement airport
overlay, make determination of no hazard by ODA and
FAA condition of local approval, etc.
• Local 35’ Ordinance does not relieve proponent of
notification to ODA and FAA.

For further Information…
Sandra Larsen, Aviation Planning Analyst
E-mail: sandra.larsen@state.or.us
(503) 378-2894

Visit our Website At:

http://www.oregon.gov/Aviation/index.shtml

